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Market Context and Investment Implications
Non-investment grade credit markets have experienced significant volatility in recent weeks due to the spread of COVID-19, its impact on
global growth expectations and movement towards an oil price war. Credit spreads in US and Global High Yield have widened materially,
approaching the +700bps level, and leveraged loan dollar prices have declined into the low-90s. Additionally, hedging costs have declined
by over 100bps for non-dollar denominated asset owners seeking to invest in USD credit. Following recent spread widening and dollar price
declines, we think non-investment grade credit is at an attractive long-term entry point for investors.








Sectors most directly impacted by recent events are industries exposed to Travel and Leisure as well as Energy and Gas Distribution.
We think price declines in Travel and Leisure will be transitory, while higher defaults and permanent impairments are likely to
increase within oil-focused E&P issuers. We also think price declines in Gas Distribution will prove temporary in nature due to
lower direct commodity exposure and the critical nature of their hard assets.
Liquid bonds and loans are typically sold first during periods of sharp drawdown in markets, followed by a sorting out of issuers
that can survive stressed conditions and those that require restructuring.
Bottom-up, fundamental analysis of individual credits with a focus on default avoidance will continue to be the primary
determinant of long-term performance in high yield and leveraged loans.
We believe capital markets in high yield and loans remain open for high quality businesses experiencing transitory challenges.
Potential fallen angels and disrupted BBB issuers are providing an additional source of opportunity.
Further central bank intervention will likely occur in response to market volatility, with the potential for a significant fiscal response
depending upon changes in employment and overall economic activity.

In our view, high yield spreads around +700bps and loan prices in the low 90’s provide investors with good potential return opportunities
even in the face of higher expected defaults that are likely to materialize. Additionally, interest rate cuts and potential fiscal responses have
the potential to limit the duration and severity of economic disruption as well as improve hedged return profiles for foreign investors.
While initial periods of volatility typically see declines in the value of bonds and loans across all companies, we expect that the market
quickly works towards separating out winners and losers. As this dispersion occurs, it favors investment managers with scale and research
resources to be on the leading edge of sorting through the market to find opportunities. We are already seeing what we believe to be
attractive relative value opportunities across ratings categories where we are selectively adding to issuers we believe will be accretive to
future returns.
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